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Description:

Barbara Ana Designs
Christmas 2021 Mystery chart
SAL - Subscription
CROSS STITCH PATTERN RELEASED IN SUCCESSIVE PARTS

Join the fun with Barbara Ana's new SAL!

Exclusive to Creative Poppy, the Christmas 2021 Mystery chart SAL will be revealed in 3 successive parts,
with a new cross stitch chart published every 2 weeks in the run up to Xmas.

Hint: Barbara Ana has released some pretty interesting Dreaming Girls this year. Will there be one for
Christmas?

The cross stitch pattern lists 11 DMC floss colors and 1 gold metallic from the Kreinik range. It is designed
to be stitched on a medium-dark blue/grey, such as 32 count Murano (Lugana) evenweave from Zweigart, in
color Colonial Blue (522).
The design can also be stitched on a neutral color fabric of your choice such as Belfast dirty linen (326).
A third option is a festive print: Zweigart Belfast grey/silver stars print (7459). It's a slate grey with tiny
silver stars printed that will provide a sharper contrast with the snowy white atmosphere and look cute and
Christmassy in the background.
Once finished, the design measures 6 1/2 inch x 4 1/2 inch (16.7 cm x 11.5 cm). It is designed for a square
frame (7" x 7" - 18 cm x 18cm) where the base of the stitching is aligned with the lower part of the frame
and there is plenty of space above for the "sky". Positionning instructions are included in the chart so that
you can't get it wrong.

SAL release dates

The 3 parts are released every two weeks, in time to complete for Halloween
- Nov 15th (part 1)
- Dec 1st (part 2)
- Dec 15th (part 3)

If you missed the start, no worries, you can "catch up" at any time.

Download your chart each month in the SAL Subscriptions section (sign in required).
Note: Price is for the full pattern (all 3 parts).

Chart info & Needlework supplies for the full SAL pattern:
Full design size in stitches: 105 wide x 72 high
Fabric: Zweigart 32 ct. Murano (Lugana) evenweave from Zweigart, in color Colonial Blue (522)
Design Area: 6 1/2 x 4 1/2" – 16.7 x 11.5 cm on 32 ct
Stitches: Cross stitch, Backstitch
Chart: Color
Threads: DMC stranded cotton, kreinik very fine braid #4 in Antique Gold 221

Number of colors: 12
>> download list of supplies
Themes: Snow, village, Christmas

>> see all Christmas patterns by Barbara Ana Designs

All patterns on Creative Poppy's website are printable and available for instant download.

Link to the product

